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CLAUDIA RUIZ: Good morning, good afternoon, good evening to everyone. Welcome to 

the ALAC Subcommittee on Outreach and Engagement call on 

Wednesday the 27th of January, 2021 at 17:00 UTC. 

 On the call today on the English channel, we have Daniel Nanghaka, 

Cheryl Langdon-Orr, Nkem Nweke, Joan Katambi, Adrian Schmidt, 

Aris Ignacio, Sébastien Bachollet, Bram Fudzulani, Dave Kissoondoyal, 

Deborah Escalera, Hadia Elminiawi, Innocent Adriko, Joanna Kulesza, 

Lianna Galstyan, Marita Moll, Maureen Hilyard, Natalia Filina, 

Raymond Mahattah, Roberto Gaetano, and Vanda Scartezini. 

 From staff, we have Heidi Ullrich, Siranush Vardanyan, Adam Peak, and 

myself, Claudia Ruiz on call management. 

 On the Spanish channel, we have Lilian Ivette De Luque and 

Harold Arcos. 

 We have received apologies from Anne-Marie Joly-Bachollet, 

Olivier Crépin-Leblond, and Dev Anand Teelucksingh. 

 Our Spanish interpreters for today are David and Veronica. 

 Before we begin, I would like to remind everyone to please state their 

name when taking the floor so that the interpreters can identify you on 

the other language channels, and to please keep your microphones 

muted when not speaking to prevent any background noise. 

 A friendly reminder that we do have real-time transcribing on today’s 

call, and I am putting the link in the chat so you can follow along if you 
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wish. Thank you all very much, and with this, I turn the call over to you, 

Daniel. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thank you very much for the welcome remarks and for the introduction. 

I’d like to appreciate all the members of the team that are currently 

available on the call despite the fact that the times continue to be 

challenging. But at least I'm happy to say that we are still moving 

forward with our progress, and as far as outreach and engagement, at 

least there is still work that is being done. 

 Following the call that just ended over social media activities, I'm happy 

to share that a lot is being done and we shall be having a [inaudible] 

update from Lilian who is heading the Social Media Working Group and 

leading the activities for ICANN 70. 

 But coming to that note, I’d like to say that on this call, I'll be 

announcing a new kind of rotational leadership based on the ICANN 

meeting. Since most of these meetings happen in various regions, and I 

think it'll give an opportunity to the liaisons to be able to lead the 

activities since they know how best these activities are going to fit in 

their respective strategies because they have been working tirelessly on 

their strategies, trying to make sure that they keep in line with the 

current phenomena that is going on which we are all aware of, this 

pandemic. 

 But leveraging on engagement online, there is a lot that is happening, 

and we shall be hearing of updates from capacity building activity that is 

from Joanna and Alfredo who’ll be sharing later on in the call. 
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 Following that brief introduction, again, I’d like to say a welcome to this 

call. Let me give the floor to Lilian who will be walking us through the 

ICANN 70 O&E and social media activities. Lilian, please, you have the 

floor. 

 

LILIAN IVETTE DE LUQUE: Good morning, good afternoon, good evening to all. Thank you, Daniel, 

for the opportunity to allow me to talk to all the attendees to this 

subcommittee, this Subcommittee on Outreach and Engagement to talk 

to you about the activities that we are going to conduct before, during 

and after the ICANN 70 meeting. 

 As you all know, it will be a virtual meeting, but this meeting should be 

held in the Latin American and Caribbean region. This morning, we had 

a very productive meeting together with the Social Media Working 

Group where we reached several agreements and we talked about 

different ideas, and we also approved the work done. 

 So, I would like to present very quickly and very briefly some of the 

main activities that we’re going to conduct. We will have some 

traditional activities that we have been doing for several periods of 

time, such as our hashtag to engage in social media, in the different 

posts, the different activities that we’re going to post. This meeting will 

be held in English, and some parts will be held in Spanish as well. 

 One of our priorities is all the RALOs should engage and participate 

actively, but we want the community in Latin America and the 

Caribbean to be very active, very participative in this meeting. We will 
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also create a Facebook frame, as we usually do, for our Facebook 

profiles with the ICANN 70 image. 

 We are also going to have some promotional videos. There’ll be one 

that'll be recorded together with different people who are very active 

within our At-Large community, and each of them will provide a 

message to invite people to join the ICANN 70 meeting. This’ll be in 

English, Spanish, French, and Portuguese. 

 And we will also have a second video featuring the leaders of the RALOs, 

Maureen and the members of the Board for Latin America, as is the case 

of Patricio, Lito, and León. 

 The staff members have been essential with their support. They will also 

lead some activities, and we are going to have a Zoom background. We 

will try to have several backgrounds with very good definition so people 

can clearly see when we connect to the different regions. We’re going 

to send e-mails to the ALSes inviting them to actively engage in all of the 

activities. And we will also have—and this is the first activity we’re going 

to have—a webinar on good practices in social media. This will be led by 

Alexandra Dans—she's the communications manager for Latin America 

in ICANN—and myself as well. 

 So, during the ICANN 70 meeting, we will encourage the use of Twitter 

and Facebook, we will take selfies and have the ICANN 70 hashtag. Also, 

if members of our group and members of this subcommittee want to 

promote the participation and engagement of our community in these 

competitions, we also want to involve fellows and NextGen members in 

some of our activities such as participation in webinars, engagement in 
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our Twitter competitions, because we want them to know our ALAC 

community, we want them to get involved, and we are just waiting for 

the activities to be approved to then immediately contact Siranush and 

Deborah to talk to them about their engagement and participation in 

our activities. 

 And finally, after ICANN 70, we would provide a short report. Before 

ICANN 70, we will have a brief newsletter, and there, we will summarize 

the activities we will hold and the sessions that At-Large will have during 

the ICANN 70 meeting. 

 So, as for the LACRALO general assembly, we are going to have some 

activities. Harold Arcos is also here, he can also support us by explaining 

these activities. We are going to have a leadership workshop with 

Jose Arce, David Plum. We are also going to have a meeting with some 

guests. These are ICANN leaders. We’re going to have a roundtable, and 

tomorrow, we are going to have a LAC space session where we will be 

discussing everything that LACRALO is doing and some ways to involve 

more people in the LACRALO community. These are very important 

activities within our target that the Subcommittee on Outreach and 

Engagement is having. 

 Something that is extremely important is the first activity that we are 

going to have, is the best practices in social media webinar. We want to 

have a more effective participation during ICANN 70, and we want our 

messages to reach the right audience, the right public. This will be held 

on February the 8th at 22:00 UTC for 90 minutes. As I said, it will be led 

by Alexandra and myself. 
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 So I'm now going to talk us through a little bit about the LACRALO 

general assembly. It’s going to be a virtual general assembly. As I said, 

we will have a prior training day. We will have David Plum and Jose Arce 

for these activities. They're going to be leading these events to 

strengthen the necessary capacities so that the LACRALO members can 

get more involved in policy issues within ALAC. 

 After the first day, we’re going to have the general assembly where 

we’re going to deal with institutional issues. We’re going to have guests 

from the ICANN executive staff. We will also have a roundtable where 

we’re going to discuss the five-year strategic plan for the LACRALO 

region. And finally, we will have a social event. We will inform you about 

that in due time so that you can all get involved. 

 If you think you would like to ask a question, feel free to ask. Let me just 

also say that today, I was expecting to have our plan approved in the 

social media meeting so that we can have the schedule and add specific 

dates to each action to just hold them before the meeting so that we 

don’t really have to be running with all the plans at the last time. And 

we could also do this gradually and in due time. 

 Our link with the Subcommittee on Outreach and Engagement is critical 

because I've always believed that social media is an excellent vehicle for 

people to come to At-Large or to reach out to people and also for those 

who are already there to get more acquainted with our work. And at the 

end of this meeting, we should have more participants in the region, not 

only in the Latin America and Caribbean region, but all the regions as a 

whole. We should have more people involved, we should have young 

people involved as well, because it is important to have, so to call it, 
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new people, new young people, enthusiastic people who get more 

involved in our At-Large community. And those who are already there, 

we should get more committed to our work. And then we should go on 

this path of creating, building policies and defending the interests of 

end users. 

 If you have a question or a comment, please feel free to ask it. Thank 

you. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thank you very much, Lilian, for those remarks. At least I'm very excited 

for the updates that will be coming in from LACRALO, as it’s a very key 

milestone for LACRALO, despite the fact that it’s a little bit unfortunate 

that the meeting got canceled back in Cancun, and this year, also it 

[inaudible] virtual meeting. But still, I think it presents another 

opportunity on how we can effectively engage through social media, 

and at least it’s good work that is coming in from social media. 

 Apart from this, looking at whether there's anyone who has a question, I 

don’t see anyone. On this note, I’d like to proceed to the next agenda 

item, which is an update from the Capacity Building Working Group, and 

it’s from Joanna and Alfredo. Thank you. 

 

JOANNA KULESZA: Hi. I'm not sure we have Alfredo on the call. I can't see the participants 

list on my mobile. I apologize. I'll leave the floor to Alfredo if he is 

indeed joining us. And I know we have Hadia who has been doing a 
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wonderful job coordinating the webinars. So I will leave these items also 

on the side. 

 Thank you very much, Daniel, for accommodating a section to the 

Capacity Building Working Group. Happy to report on progress. And A, 

the webinar section, is probably the most vivid one. We have an agenda 

set up for the next six months, and as already said, I will leave it to 

Hadia to give you all the details of that. 

 There is also an experts database that is being worked on by 

Abdulkarim, so we’re looking to have a resource for all your training or 

speaker needs, so to speak. So we will try to have voluntary input-based 

resource database, as already said, there you can look into and pick and 

choose from the At-Large members those who might have the expertise 

that you would be needing for your capacity building efforts, either 

regionally or at the overall ICANN level. 

 With that, there is also the two ICANN Learn courses that are being 

developed. The one on fundamentals to At-Large is close to completion, 

I understand, but still, the production seems to be taking a little bit 

longer. And speaking of resources and teaching purposes, I know that 

Abdulkarim has been in touch with our GigaNet colleauges who are 

building a repository of Internet governance teaching courses, 

Syllabuses, and that is also something that I am really excited about. 

 So those would be the sections that there has been significant progress 

made since our last call. Once those are completed, I am looking 

forward to reengaging with the group that is working on the resources 

database. That is something I feel particularly strongly and passionate 
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about, but certain coordination or copyright issues, if you will, have 

gotten in the way. 

 So there is progress being made in terms of repositories, databases, and 

as already said, I'm happy to give the floor to Hadia to tell us more 

about capacity building webinars which have definitely been the 

highlight of the capacity building work over the last year. And again, if 

Alfredo is joining us, I'm happy to give him the floor as well. So to make 

sure I reserve sufficient time in this section, I will refer the floor back to 

you, Daniel, to proceed accordingly. Thank you very much. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thank you very much, Joanna, for the remark. At least that shows we 

are progressing well as far as capacity building is concerned. And I also 

encourage all the members, once these webinars have been created, 

please endeavor to attend, because [thereby] some difficult issues are 

discussed, and also for those who require adequate or more knowledge 

on these respective agenda issues that are discussed in capacity 

building, I think it would be great to join those calls. And also, I would 

like to remember that also, the CPWG that works on policies are also 

active. So please, engage there, and you can be able to hear policy 

discussions going on. I encourage everyone to be there. Any questions 

for Joanna or Alfredo, or any other addition? I’d like to request 

members to please put up their hand and they can be able to ask their 

questions. Looking at the chat, I don’t see anyone, but also, I'm happy to 

say that during one of the AFRALO calls, they're looking at reengaging 

the hot topics, and I think they will be collaborating with the Capacity 
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Building Working Group on how they can enhance knowledge and 

capacity in the AFRALO region. 

 With this, we’ll go to the next agenda item, which is to hear the reports 

from the respective regions, and on this, I'm going to request, in case 

we have Bram from AFRALO, it would be good to hear the respective 

reports from the various regional liaisons. Let’s hear from Bram. 

 

BRAM FUDZULANI: Thank you, Daniel. From the AFRALO point of view, it’s true indeed that 

we had an AFRALO meeting, and one of the areas that we also had in 

the discussion was the issue of our outreach and engagement strategy, 

which is mainly focusing on a number of issues, but I think key to that is 

the [inaudible] trying to look into the hot topics that you just 

mentioned, and it'll be very good to reach out to our colleauges in the 

outreach and engagement to see how we can work together on this 

one. But pretty much, I think from the AFRALO point of view, we had 

raised a concern with the ICANN staff which we’re still waiting for 

feedback to request for a Zoom account which can be used for outreach 

and engagement within the ALSes within the region when they're 

having their regional activities. 

 So we believe that with the pandemic, maybe we can cushion some of 

the [inaudible] by giving this communication tool that would allow 

ALSes carry out some of their activities and still meet and share in terms 

of the plan that keeps us within the region. Thank you so much, Daniel. 
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DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thanks very much for those updates from AFRALO. [inaudible] at least 

some progress that is there going on. And I'm very sure that staff are 

happy to support you with that, because they’ve been so supportive in 

reference to the outreach and engagement activities that happen within 

the region. And also, I won't forget to mention that as far as AFRALO is 

concerned, we've been having a very high-level cooperation together 

with the stakeholder team that is Pierre Dandjinou and Bob Ochieng in 

AFRALO engagement activities. That is, I think, a great feedback also 

that has got to be noted here. 

 Following on that, let’s hear updates from APRALO. 

 

LIANNA GALSTYAN: Thank you very much, Daniel. Just a little bit of following up on what 

Bram said about the Zoom account, and making some update on that, 

yesterday at the regional leadership call, we had some update on the 

procedure for how ICANN staff has considered this issue and proposal 

from the ALSes and RALOs to provide them the Zoom account. Actually, 

there is a pilot program already running with some criteria which are 

kind of complicated for us. 

 We also asked for the Zoom account, but the result that we received, 

the procedure is still complicated and we need to find whether this pilot 

program will be useful to reach out to our members and ALSes or not. 

 Apart from that, for the APRALO, what we’re doing on the outreach and 

engagement, with this pandemic, we really want to focus more on the 

engagement part, and in APRALO, we want to run the survey on hot 

topics with the skillset of our members, both individual and ALS 
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members to find the expertise within the RALO, within the community, 

and later on, with capacity and this expertise with our members, and in 

collaboration with the capacity building team working group to 

collaborate on the topics that we find interesting for our members. So 

we would come up with these topics and have these [avenues] in the 

engagement activities, mostly. 

 And we still continue the newsletter, which is really an engaging activity 

that we’re doing, especially illustrating the activities that are taking 

place within the ALSes. So that is still ongoing and a very engaging one. 

 With the ICANN 70, we will work with the social media, we definitely 

want to spread the word about different activities and different working 

groups are doing, and we have the leaders here and the working group, 

and we will collaborate with them as well. 

 Another thing which is also being activated is the policy forum that one 

of our leads from ALAC, Justine Chew, is leading on this, and we want to 

carry on this year with finding out and building the capacity for 

members within our RALO to be specifically active with policy issues. 

 So these are the basic things that we plan with the pandemic being 

everything online. Later on, when we have these restrictions lifted, we 

will probably slightly change the activities that we want. Thank you very 

much. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thank you very much for those remarks. At least I can see there's quite 

some good focus [inaudible] in the APRALO region. But one thing is I 
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have to mention that following the release of the communication plan, 

and outreach and engagement general strategy, which was adopted, 

the main focus of that strategy was collaboration between the various 

working groups and engagement together with staff and the leadership. 

And in this report, I'm seeing this is still coming out, and also, need to 

see how we can have more regional participation and collaboration on 

[all those things.] 

 With this, allow me to request to hear an update from EURALO. 

 

NATALIA FILINA: Thank you, Daniel. So, our EURALO outreach and engagement strategy 

was built when we realized that all our activities will be virtual, and 

[inaudible] now we need not to change anything in our strategy and we 

know our focus for outreach and engagement work, and I'm sure we will 

achieve a good result until the end of 21 fiscal year. 

 From my side, I see great prospects for our outreach and engagement 

activities, not only from up to bottom, I mean from EURALO leadership, 

but I see now that the main part of our outreach and engagement work 

[done] by our ALSes on the ground, and I see excellent results 

[inaudible] our active ALSes and our members. 

 I'm sure you know about our new EURALO [inaudible] approach. It was 

Sébastien’s wonderful idea. We have now EURALO monthly roundtables 

which invite to discuss relevant topics for European region and for 

European end users our representatives of our ALSes, great members 

from ICANN community, our partners. And I think it is a wonderful way 
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to attract the attention from entire community and to invoke our 

member to discuss these topics and to work with us. 

 So, as well as capacity building work helps us a lot and gives us the 

opportunity to activate our members and give the great knowledge for 

better work within community, and I always say that I'm happy to be a 

humble part of capacity building webinars working group and I always 

advise to join our team to all our members. And as Joanna said today, 

At-Large members as speakers are very welcome. And we will, or I think 

we should, find a solution again to understand how we may involve 

more actively our community members to participate in webinars, not 

just as attendees but more as speakers, because the last great example, 

I think you know that we had a great webinar, [inaudible] when we had 

three excellent different speakers and three presentations and three 

different approach to explain this topic. 

 And in my opinion, I think you agree with me, it’s wonderful, useful, 

interesting content, it allows us to cover the topic fully and give great 

updates and knowledge to attendees. 

 So I think we as RALO leaders should encourage At-Large members to 

give us more ideas regarding the  topics of future webinars, and I think 

we may ask to be more brave and to find the time and opportunity to 

become the speakers and raise relevant topics for each region. 

 So we in EURALO continue to work on welcome package, because we 

see it as a great tool of navigation for newcomers, and we have great 

resources, expertise spreadsheet [as tool of] connection to EURALO and 
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At-Large people if they have some Internet governance, ICANN or 

At-Large issue to discuss and to work together. 

 So, as we said, today, important part of our outreach work is our social 

media work. And with this new approach to change the people on the 

chair, we work excellent now. I think, thank you, Maureen, again. And 

for example, we discussed today the way we may use to involve youth 

people. We said about NextGen, about our fellows, and we should do 

that during upcoming ICANN 72. And we had a plan, but we didn't do 

that, because we have not been able to organize the work of 

rapporteurs who cane make a short report after each ICANN meeting 

session. 

 But I think we may come to this idea again, and I think Siranush is here 

and I think we can discuss how we may involve youth in this work and 

how can they help us, because we need the help from these very smart 

and great young people. 

 So that’s all from me. Thank you very much. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thank you very much, Natalia, for those remarks. At least all the 

planning is happening there. Seeing as time is not our best friend, let’s 

proceed and hear updates from NARALO. 

 

CLAUDIA RUIZ: Hi Daniel, I'm not seeing anybody from NARALO on the call at the 

moment that could take the floor. 
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DANIEL NANGHAKA: Okay. If there's no one from NARALO on the call, just a brief about the 

NARALO strategy is that it’s all focused on engagement. They've 

organized a series of webinars that take on that to be able to engage 

the participants from NARALO. And at least [it’s the first of the kind] and 

we’re seeing how they're progressing well. And from the previous 

communication, at least there's policy progress, especially regarding 

[inaudible] collaborating with the Capacity Building Working Group, 

which Eduardo is doing a good job there after taking over the 

leadership. 

 And with that, let’s hear an update from LACRALO. Anyone from 

LACRALO? 

 

HAROLD ARCOS: Within our plan, our colleague, Lilian, had already talked about some of 

the details that we presented in the monthly meeting. We have 

provided an update on the fact that our plan for fiscal year 21 and 22 

has been, of course, amended, and within that line, we have 

strengthened our plan for bimonthly webinars with the GSE team for 

Latin America and the Caribbean, and we are also conducting some 

short webinars so that they can be monthly and not bimonthly, together 

with leaders in each region. 

 For those of you who do not remember or do not know about it, within 

LACRALO, we have four subregions divided in Central America, the 

Mercosur area, the Andean area, and the Caribbean. This is how we are 

activating the different ways of participating in each of the regions. Our 
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plans or plans that we have presented include the preparatory process 

for ICANN 70 and some workshops to what we call the At-Large 

leadership. 

 For this year, we have also foreseen an activity called LAC principle that 

attempts to bring together the universities with the different parts of 

the ecosystem to reactivate those ALSes that are still dormant or 

inactive, and show the participation of those who have shown some 

kind of interest but still do not approach the ICANN ecosystem and they 

do not come closer to the policy development process, which is what 

we are really interested in. 

 So in these last two reviews, the Board has thought that if we can have 

a favorable context, then maybe we can have a semi-face-to-face 

meeting if we can have, of course, good biosecurity measures in this 

global pandemic that we are facing. 

 This is a brief summary of the more general or the largest activities that 

we had in the past [two fiscal years,] aside from a significant effort in 

preparing for ICANN 70. That’s all from me. Thank you very much, 

Daniel. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thank you very much for those remarks. At least that is good progress 

from there. Let’s get an update from stakeholder engagement, and that 

is Adam Peake who’ll be giving us a brief on how, through stakeholder 

engagement, we are leveraging on our engagement through 

collaboration with outreach and engagement. Adam, please, you have 

the floor. 
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CLAUDIA RUIZ: I'm not hearing anything from Adam. Heidi, can you please take the 

floor while we try to resolve Adam’s issues? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Yes. Hi everyone. I've pinged Adam as well, so hopefully, he will see 

that. But let’s just get to item seven, if we could, while we try to get 

Adam. This is just a midyear, slightly more than midyear update on the 

fiscal year 21, our current fiscal year, on where we are with the 

additional budget request. Just a few. The news is good. 

 The first one is the RALO discretionary funding for our activities, 

outreach and engagement-activities. As we discussed with RALO 

leadership yesterday, most of the funding is still available, but we did 

have a discussion on some of the possible uses of that, so I think that 

one will be being completed by the end of the year. If we could scroll 

down, please. 

 One is on the real-time transcription that is being led by Judith. The 

good news here is that early in the fiscal year [one,] there was a number 

of standing calls agreed to, so that has just made the process a lot more 

simple, and those are coming along. So we are going to likely—we’re on 

track to complete that ABR by the end of the fiscal year. 

 The next two are for EURALO and LACRALO GAs. For the EURALO one, 

their face-to-face general assembly is currently scheduled for the end of 

June. However, due to ongoing pandemic travel concerns, we’re making 

plans to have a plan B, which is to reschedule that face-to-face to fiscal 
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year 22, and we’ll be working on that in the Operations, Finance and 

Budget Working Group coming up next. 

 So, if that is rescheduled, that training, an additional night for their face-

to-face general assembly, will be incorporated into the main budget for 

fiscal year 22. 

 The LACRALO request for training, that is actually going to be used this 

year during the virtual general assembly. As you heard Lilian talk a little 

bit earlier today on this call, there'll be a training program for the 

LACRALO members during their virtual general assembly. That is being 

scheduled immediately prior to ICANN 70, either during prep week or 

the week before, and the facilitators for that will be Jose Arce, who is a 

trained facilitator within LACRALO, as well as an external facilitator that 

they have used over the last several years during their work on their 

operating rules. 

 So just a quick update there on where we are with those fiscal year 21 

ABRs. Really quickly, I know it’s not on the agenda, but it’s a key activity 

this week, and that would be the fiscal year 22 additional budget 

requests. We have received 21 altogether, four from ALAC and the rest, 

17, from the RALOs. They are now being reviewed in their final review 

by the Finance and Budget Subcommittee today, and then by Friday, the 

ones that are approved for submission will be submitted to ICANN Org 

by the deadline of the 29th. So, back over to you, Daniel, unless there 

are any questions. Okay, and it looks like Adam is—he was at the door. 

[inaudible]. There you are, Adam. Welcome. 
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ADAM PEAKE: Sorry about that. I had to go and answer a door, and then I missed my 

part. And simply, I don’t have very much to update you from the GSE 

side. We’re supporting the regional meetings. There's work going on in 

EURALO, of course, and in LACRALO with the two Rodrigos supporting 

the LACRALO activities going on there. But I frankly have not heard very 

much. We’re in the preparation stage for ICANN 70 and responding to 

the community on that, SO/AC leadership and so on. 

 So, very little at this time. I can say that I've just had my second meeting 

of the IGF multi-stakeholder advisory group that was earlier today as I'm 

now a member of that, and that'll be helpful in keeping you in touch 

with the direction of the IGF, and we were talking about particularly the 

importance of moving towards hybrid meeting formats, which will be 

important for all of us as we begin to contemplate the possibilities of 

having face-to-face meetings, given that we've all learned so much, 

whether it’s ICANN or any of the other stakeholders. The IGF learned so 

much about online meetings. Then marrying the online and offline 

experience so that all participants benefit as equally as possible, that is 

something the IGF is considering. And I think you already know that the 

ICANN meetings team is talking about similar types of things, or the 

community is beginning to talk about those. 

 So those are important things ongoing. There's no actual firm 

information from anybody at the moment, but these are things we’re 

considering. So, thank you, and sorry that I don’t have anything more 

concrete to add at this time. Thank you. 
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DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thank you very much, Adam, for those updates. I can see we’re coming 

towards the end of the call. Our next agenda item is the AOB. But I’d like 

to put Maureen on the spot right now if she could share about the 

funding for Internet broadband access for ICANN 70. Maureen, please. 

 

MAUREEN HILYARD: Thank you very much, Daniel. Actually, I think I'm going to give that over 

to Heidi because I haven't actually had that much to do with the funding 

itself. Heidi, can you give them a bit more of an update on that, how 

they apply and that kind of stuff? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Hi. Just in time, I have found the pandemic Internet reimbursement 

program announcement. I'm going to go ahead and put that into the 

chat. So it looks like there will be a continuation of the pandemic 

Internet access program for ICANN 70, and this link that I'm going to put 

in in just a second has all of the information on how to apply. So this is 

the link right here. 

 So please, if you're interested in applying for that, there's the link. I've 

just put it into the chat. I'll also put it into the outreach and engagement 

side chat so you can pass that on to your region as well. Did I answer the 

question, Daniel? 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thank you very much. With that, I'm going to ask if anyone has any AOB, 

if they could please raise their hand and share it. 
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CLAUDIA RUIZ: Daniel, we have Lilian with her hand up. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA: Yes, please. She can proceed. 

 

LILIAN IVETTE DE LUQUE: Thank you, Daniel. I wanted to reaffirm the commitment for teamwork 

within the Social Media Working Group and this Subcommittee on 

Outreach and Engagement. It is extremely important that we conduct all 

of these activities together so that we can reach the goals that both 

groups have. 

 To the extent that we conduct all of the activities, we will let them know 

through all of the mailing list so that you can all engage, and we will 

have a NextGen day with Deborah and the staff to organize our work 

together. We need to invite you to continue working in groups, to 

continue supporting all of the initiatives that each of the working groups 

has, and supporting all the great groups that Maureen is doing in our 

community. Thank you very much. That’s all. 

 

DANIEL NANGHAKA: Thank you. Is there anything else that has got to be shared? Okay. 

Seeing there is no comment or anyone who has their hands up right 

now on the chat, I'm going to close the meeting. I’d like to thank our 

interpreters, thank you, staff, for organizing this meeting, and thank 

you, all the participants, for coming. Let’s look forward to the next 
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meeting, and also as we prepare for ICANN 70, let’s engage ourselves on 

the various channels. 

 Thank you so much, and we appreciate. Bye. The call should be now 

adjourned. [inaudible]. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Thanks, everyone. Bye. 

 

CLAUDIA RUIZ: Thank you all for joining the call. Please enjoy the rest of your day. 

 

 

 

[END OF TRANSCRIPTION] 


